
Best Practice- II: 
 

1. Title of the Practice: ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS THROUGH MANAGEMENT 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS (MIS) SOFTWARE, PIRSA & MOUs 
 
2. Objectives of the Practice: Main objectives of the MIS Software are:  
 Data Storage,  
 Data Retrieval etc.  
  Hassel free management 
 PIRSA to bring more financial clarity in the system 
 MOU with various Institutes for batter learning environment with skill 

enhancement mechanism. 
 
3. The Context: College MIS software is a crucial tool for managing administrative and 
academic works etc. for the proper functioning of the college. Especially learners are 
benefitted during admission, examination and other academic pursuits on the other 
academic pursuits and teachers also take advantage of this system to disseminate 
information to learner groups. 
PIRSA is To achieve proper financial management by ensuring financial transparency 
and accountability, and to earn maximum possible revenue from the available non-Govt. 
(NG) & non-treasury (NT) fund of the colleges and institutions by upgrading followed 
Traditional Accounting System (TAS). 
 
Mous with five different institutes was done for various purpose like academic and 
research activities, Exchanging cultural heritage, health awareness programme for 
enriching ethnic mosaic and cultural heritage. 
 
 
 
4. The Practice: MIS Software is to cater to the specific needs of the state education 
system and integrate with existing processes. This is of great help now a day as 
affiliating University has introduced NEP 2020.  
 
In PIRSA the NG & NT fund of the colleges and institutions were maintained in numbers 
of bank accounts for this kind of single source of fund collection from students. But, due 
to improper books of accounts and record keeping processes, the administration were 
not possible to ensure proper financial management, financial transparency and 
accountability of this fund for the purpose of development of the colleges and 
institutions.  
  
Through MOUs various academic and extracurricular activities are organised in the 
college campus this helps the students of both institutes for batter learning 
environment. 
 
5. Evidence of Success: Our dynamic college website (http://mbbcollege.in/). It has 
several modules and Digital Library.  Mous with various institutes also helps the 
institute to grow keeping the pace with present day needs. 
 



In PIRSA The available NG & NT fund started to be maintained in single bank account 
instead of multiple bank accounts with a uniform, systematic, proper accounting and 
reconciliation system with a facility of maximum revenue earning by means of bank 
interest. After PIRSA System implementation, the revenue earning of the college and 
institution has been increased, which are utilizing in the various development work of 
the colleges and institution through a systematic financial management process. 
 
6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required: Proper resources, such as IT 
support, technical experts, and Funds for maintaining the practice with regular training 
wherever necessary to address these challenges. 
 
Through PIRSA it is very tough to maintain the required books of accounts and records 
of all kinds of Govt. fund and NG & NT fund of every college by a single work force or a 
Cashier, when there are acute shortage of staff in each and every colleges and 
institutions. By implementing the PIRSA System, all kinds of NG & NT funds are 
presently maintaining not only through single bank account instead of multiple 
numbers of accounts (at least 6 to 7 numbers) but also proper accounting records are 
started to be maintained in total 04 (four) numbers of books of accounts & registers 
only instead of numbers of registers (at least 10 to 14 numbers) only for NG and NT 
funds. The generated revenue from the system which are crediting into the bank 
account of the college in monthly basis are utilizing for mitigating recurring expenditure 
and all kinds of developmental works of the institutions. The monthly reporting process 
of the system in online and offline both has ensured financial transparency and 
accountability in financial transaction including instant verification of accounts from the 
higher authority of the department.    
 
For MOUs different institutes has different protocols and administrative approval for 
the same is time taking process. Moreover college has to improve infrastructure and 
facilities for extending MOUs to other institutes. 
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